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− Contact details: amatray@princeton.edu

− Contact
− I am always happy to chat about research!

− (insight: professors complain as much about students not 

interacting than students do about prof.)
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3 goals

− “Refresher” on empirical methods / designs

− Getting familiar with some datasets
èThis is key! Key inputs of reading papers in various fields

− Learn some of the questions in the literature (subjective)
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Some Yoda-like wisdom 
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A word of caution …
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There is a lot of luck involved in academic 
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− https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/the-
awesomest-7-year-postdoc-or-how-i-learned-to-stop-
worrying-and-love-the-tenure-track-faculty-life/
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But….

− LISTEN!!!!
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Be Happy!
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“A happy researcher is a productive researcher”

JC Rochet: 8 books, 89 articles 
(89!!!), 12 top 5 and … over 31k 
citations!



And remember that we all go through some bad moments…
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So … be ready to deal with emotional roller-coasters
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Take care of yourself 

− Bolotnyy, V., Basilico, M., & Barreira, P. (2021). Graduate
Student Mental Health: Lessons from American Economics
Departments. Journal of Economic Literature.
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Remember that your advisor / faculties cannot read your mind 
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Remember that your advisor / faculties cannot read your mind 
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Organize a community that can provide help and support 

− Co-authors, DO NOT WRITE ALONE
− You have plenty of time to find a JMP! 

− Organize informal brownbag regularly
− Discuss research, papers you read

− Share questions about technical points you are stuck with 

− Have mock presentation (at least one, ideally two or three) 

before you present to faculties
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Get help!
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Find meaning, even outside research
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Methodo: organizing your empirical research

− Must read: Gentzkow, M., & Shapiro, J. M. (2014). Code
and Data for the Social Sciences : A Practitioner ’s Guide.
Working Paper

− Main idea: don’t replicate source datasets / codes
− Quickly you can work on 10-15 projects in parallel 
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Complement if you really want to “beef-up” your applied

− Roberts, Whited (2012)
Endogeneity in Empirical
Corporate Finance
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– For fun: Bowen, Fresard and Taillard
(2017) "What's your Identification
Strategy? Innovation in Corporate
Finance Research" Management
Science



But the best way to train 

− Participate!

− Applied work is not rocket science but it requires to
develop “reflexes”. If you stay passive you won’t get much
out of this class!
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Or if it is it looks like this…
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But hopefully by the end of the classes you will be ok!

Or sort of….
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Organizing your folder

− For each project
− Specific sources

− Output 

− Dofiles / matlab codes

− Paper (because we are ambitious)

− Standard raw source files outside with cleaning codes
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Example: my dropbox. Be organized! 
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Project organization
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Not a good example: my office
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Yes it looks a bit as if… 
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But let’s try to reassure ourselves 
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Keeping track of papers read

− Several solutions:
− Mendeley

− Zotero

− EndNote

− …
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Research in CF – “Four Pillars”
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“Bread & butter CF”

− Corporate Governance
− Board of directors / Social networks / “cronyism” 

− Shareholder rights

− CEOs pay compensation

− Capital structure: external-internal liquidity
− Leverage (short-term / long-term)

− Cash 

− Equity

− Control right allocation
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Don’t throw everything away but still…
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The “explosion” of CF

− Labor

− Development

− Entrepreneurship
− Banking
− Organisation
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Trends in finance: empirics rules!
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è Not a bad investment if you want a job! 



Trends in finance: corporate finance
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So empirical methods matter
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Empirical corpo used to be like that…



But with a small lag we are getting better!
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This class

− Look at some important questions and understand how
researchers have tried to answer them

− Being exposed to main empirical designs, classic
“exogenous variations” and developed some reflexes

− If you have variations in the data, it must come from somewhere!! 

è endogeneity? 

è How to do good empirical research?
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The research process

− What is the research question? / What is the theory
tested?

− Disentangling between competing predictions. Ex: banking 

competition

− reduces rents and incentives to expand in low-income areas 
(Hellman et al. 1997)

− Push banks to develop expertise in offering services (e.g. Boot and 

Thakor, 2000)

− Testing a specific mechanism
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Respect theory 

− “You don’t have to be structural to be structured”
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At the same time… respect the data!

− “Empirical tests were rejecting too many good
models” (Prescott - Sargent)

− “Instead of trumpeting their (models) failures in
terms of dismal likelihood ratio statistics, celebrate
the features that they could capture and focus
attention on the next unexplained feature that ought
to be explained. One can argue that this was a
sensible response... a sequential plan of attack: let’s
first devote resources to learning how to create a
range of compelling equilibrium models to
incorporate interesting mechanisms. We’ll be
careful about the estimation in later years when
we have mastered the modelling technology...”
(Sargent)
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− “My "expositional" complaint is that while
the authors succeed in generating an
elasticity that I suspect we all like, they are
less clear about exactly where it came
from.” (Caballero)

− “Finally, it is well known that to get the user
cost to appear at all in the investment
equation, one has to display more than the
usual amount of econometric ingenuity,
resorting most of the time to choosing a
specification that simply forces the effect
to be there.” (Blanchard)
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And this not new…

− “The Human body contains blood,
phlegm, yellow bile and black bile. These
are the things that make up its
constitution and cause its pains and
health. Health is primarily that state in
which these constituent substances are
in the correct proportion to each other,
both in strength and quantity, and are
well mixed. Pain occurs when one of the
substances presents either a deficiency
or an excess, or is separated in the body
and not mixed with others” (Hippocrates)
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So let’s “torture” the data!
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Conclusion

− “I cannot think of a single model that would square with the
empirical results. So…. The data must be wrong!”

OR ….
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The research process 

− What is the research question (question)?

− Why is it interesting (motivation)?
− Gap in the literature (bof)

− Policy debate

− How is it answered (methodology)?
− Do you trust the results?

− What do we learn (contribution)?
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Introduction 

− Should contain the 4 previous dimensions (Cochrane (2005))
− Advice: read the introduction very carefully 

− Hypotheses (model or intuition)
− Develop and motivate the main question

− Data description
− Data used and description of the main variables

− Methodology
− Tests and identification (of causal relationships?)

− Results and discussions
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A word of caution: BE HUMBLE!
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And even if you make it….
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Research impact: citation
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What to take out of this?

− Take care of yourself

− Enjoy the journey

− Be ready to not stay in academia and … to enjoy it!
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The “Street light effect”: deciding which applied researcher you 
want to be

− A policeman sees an economist searching
for something under a streetlight and asks
he has lost. He says he lost his keys and
they both look under the streetlight together.
After a few minutes the policeman asks if he
is sure he lost them here, and the economist
replies, no, and that he lost them in the park.
The policeman asks why he is searching
here, and the economist replies, "this is
where the light is.“

− Or … “you can say nothing precisely or
precisely nothing” (L. Zingales)
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A good project: the impossible triad 
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